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Deal reached, in
battle over use
of activity room
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by Sameer Sheth
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The controversy over the conversion of the Education Building's Multipurpose Room into classrooms
and offices has ended, at least for the near future..
A memorandum of understanding was agreed upon
April 2. This agreement developed out of a discussion between Provost Richard Astro, Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, Coach Gene McDowell and Dr. William Johnson, dean of education.
''The agreement is pretty much solid," said Dr.
LeVester Tubbs, director of student affairs.
Loren Knutson, director of recreational services,
believes the new agreement won't hurt Recreational
Services.
''The agreement is a very good solution and will
make the room more functional,"'Knutson said.
"I am very pleased," said Dr. Mary Aim Lynn, Terry May leads the Monday, Wednesday and Friday aerobics class from noon to 1 p.m. The class is held in the
associate dean of education. The memorandum has · Education Building's Multipurpose Room. The class is free to all UCF students.
ten detailed assumptions about the use of the Educa- tions. The work will be centrally funded by the uniA folding curtain will also be installed in the gymtion Building. Two of the statements concero the Mul- versity.
nasium, allowing the room to be separated into two
tipurpose Room and the gymnasium.
In addition, a •permanent teaching station that will activity stations for physical education and recreationAccording to the memorandum, the Multi-purpose include student and teacher desks, a chalk board and al sports.
Room will be redesigned by adding an automatic di- an overhead projector will be built in tpe north .comer
vider and doors to create two actiVity/classroom sta- of the .room.
see ROOMS page 3

Tuition fees could increase 15°/o in fall
by Robert Sargent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

••

As a result of increasing budget cuts
and a recent decision by the Florida
Legislature, UCF students might pay
,.• more for tuition and fees beginning next
semester.
A plan to increase resident fees at
.. • UCF by almost 13 percent and nonresident fees by 22 percent awaits approval by the Florida Board of Regents
oh June 27.
'" •
. In this proposal, tuition fees per credit, hour would increase 15 percent for
both graduate and undergraduate students. Out-of-state student tuitions
would increase 25 percent.
The financial aid fee also will be increased while building and athletic fees
will remain unchanged. The health fee

'

will go up to $41, a 21 percent increase their tuitions for instruction," said Dr.
from the current fee. In the 1992 sum- Daniel Holsenbeck, UCF director of govmer term, the
ernment relahealth fee will be
tions. "But Flori$31.
" 15 percent actually came as da is behind in
The primary rea· t
th
ht this
area."
He said there
son for the increase a SUrpnse 0 US ... We OUQ
was the recent it would be ten percent."
were two · basic
storm of budget
• Jason DiBona policies behind
cuts which forced
the legislative
UCF student body president decision. First,
. the university to
· slim down its protuitions can be
grams and operatincreased 10 pering costs.
. cent a year until student instruction is
On May 2, the Florida Legislature covered by 25 percent of the total tuagreed to increase tuitions of all nine ition cost. If tuitions are increased more
state universities, directing more 'mon- than the 10 percent limit per year, it must
ey paid by students to go toward their be approved by the state board of regents.
education rather than the operating
Second, tujtions also will be used
costs of the schools.
more extensively for student services,
"In many states, universities have police protection, financial aid and enalways directed a good percentage of rollment.

.

The Florida Student Association lobbied to regulate the rise in tuitions and
to direct .f unding provided by the increase.
"Fifteen percent actually came as a
surprise to us," said Jason DiBona, UCF
student body president. "After our discussions and testimonies to the Florida
house and senate, we thought it would
be 10 percent."
In the May 22 issue of The Central
Florida Future, DiBona, on behalf of
the UCF Student Government and the
Florida Student Association, printed a
formal statement endorsing a responsible increase in tuitions.
''The expanded base for financial aid
was a victory in the FSA's agreement
for the increase," he said.
The proposed fee increase schedule
for the fall semester is unofficial until
it is approved by the Board of Regents.

DiBona fills 7 cabinet
posts, leaves 4 ·vacant

•

by Brynner Yee
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Charles K. Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BIBLE TIME
Sandy Elison, Angela Scussel, Soraya Vasquez and Jenifer Antrop of the
• Christian Student Association take a break to discuss the Bible.

Student Body President Jason Di Bona
appointed seven members of his cabinet
May 19.
Tom Leek, director oflegislative affairs,
said he will work with local and state legislators. His goals, he said, are to increase
student voter registration and bring more
local legislators to speak on campus.
Comptroller -Cash Ulmer said he wants
to maintain the integrity of SGA.
"I want to maintain the fiscal integrity of
student government and, overall, make sure

the students' money is spent to the best advantage of the students," Ulmer said.
He said h,e plans on instituting an.internal audit and providing decision support to
the senate to ensure money is spent according to the budget.
Judicial Advisor Jeff Meadows will inform
students of their rights and responsibilities
during grievance and appeals procedures.
"My goal is to put the judicial branch on
paper and to expand the judicial council and
its rules and procedures."
The other cabinet members include: Dav-

see CABINET page 3
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
851-7100

RYAN FISH 380-0064
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and the priority of access for
their use.
Last fall, plans were being
made to convert the multipurpose room and the gymnasium
into classrooms and offices after the :Fieldhouse ope·ned. The
College of Education favored
this proposal because it needs
more classrooms.
Currently, 20-30 education

••
••

••

classes are held off-campus at
schools in the area.
Recreational Services disapproved of the conversion because it holds many activities
in the Multipurpose Room and
gym.
President Steven Altman
delayed 'the conversion of the
room, which was scheduled to
begin on December 9.
·
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FOR WORK INJURIES,
AUTO ACCIDENTS ·& ALL
TYPES OF CHRONIC &
ACUTE PAIN.

••

FREE
CONSULTATION

Charles K. Morrow/CENTRAL ~LORIDA FUTURE

Kari Corum and Tara Webb fill! out.registrati0n forms to participate in the free aerobics class sponsored by Rec. Services. The forms are sent to Administration to prove the room is being used. ,

•HEADACHES & MIGRAINES
•ARTHRITIS
•NECK-SHOULDER-ELBOW PAIN
•LOWER BACK ~IN - SOIATIC.A
•TIC, SPASTIC COLON
•IMPOTENCE, PMS
•LOW ENERGY, DEPRESSION
New stop smqking and alcoholism
programs-It works indeed!!!!
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ORLANDO 896-3005
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 682-6366
VISA/MC • MOST INSURANCE
A.CCEPTED 8/C 8/S

DR. J.P. HOU
BOARD CERTIFIED FORMER PRESIDENT
FL S'FATE ACUPUNCTURE ASSOC.
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id Carls, .chief of staff; Chris
Marlin, public relations director; -Bob Cherry, attotney general; and Monica Vondruska,
director of vice-presidential affairs.
DiBona also appointed Sen.
Emily Rado to the Judicial
Council.
Rado and Meadows are writing three amendments to expand the judicial branch of student government. Amendment
one will create a referendum
for special elections ~m pertinent issues. The second amendment will allow amendments to
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25¢ DRAFTS!
50¢ PIZZA SLICES!
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Living at its best! Why not spoil yourself
and enjoy the life · you've always
deserved .. .at Sun Key Apartments.

Up To One Month Free · •
In Select Units
•

•

677-8884

:

You truly deserve th e very bestMake the smart move to ~
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be passed in the fall; presently clubs and organizations advoamendments can only be cate would handle personal repassed iB the spring semester. lations with campus organiza'Amendment three will expand tions and coordinate meetings
the Judicial Couricil fro.m sev- between senators and clubs.
·The director of legislative
en to 12 justices..
A new .cabinet position, mul- affairs is the new name for the
ticultural affairs, director, ·is old position · of director of stupresently unfilled along with dent lobbying. .The office is rethe ·indefinite positions of spe- . sponsible for relations with locial projects coordinator, clubs cal and state legislators. If
· and organizations advocate and activated, the director of student lobbying would track and
· director of student lobbying.
on behalf of student-re.lobby
Tue multicultural affairs di·
lated
state
and local legislation.
rector will coordin;:lte relations
Vice Pr~sident Mark Dogoli
with ·campus minority groups .
If made active, the special appointed Sen. Greg Memory
projects coordinator will han- as a member of the Organizadle the daily tasks· of SGA's . tions, Appropriations and Filarger long-term projects. The nance Committee.
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Let's have the new
SG, the;Old one
wore out welcome
With this Memorial week in progress, The Central
Florida Future would like to offer their condolences to
__ ~ the Laing regime Student Government and welcome
the new staff into office. W1thout bringing up old
grievances, we sincerely hope that the next year will
bring responsible spending.
This wish is in response to the May 22 "Open letter
to ~loridians" ad, written l;Jy .Jason DiBona, Student
Body President, on _behalf of the Florida Student
Association.
The points of the "letter'' were several; one being
that tuition has been raised and will continue to do so;
two, it is difficult to pay more money; three, the money
has been used responsibly; and four, the money can be
watched by SG and handled responsibly.
The first two above stated points are obvious. Of
course we know that tuition has been going lfP· We a~so
know that Florida is continuing to increase the cost of
college. If we are paying, then we also know that the
paying is hard. Trust us, we are broke already.
It is the final two points that raise our eyebrows.
Whether the money has been used responsibly was
not clearly stated, but implied through referring to
management reform and the chancellor being. held
responsible for the quality of student education.
QK, so we can now point our finger at the chancellor.
Now what? Should we go complain that our algebra
professor didn't properly explain everything, thus our
education was lacking?
Moving on to more important points, let us consider
what Prez DiBona proposes to do. (Or more exactly,
what the future SG can do, as he will no longer be
Student Body President by the time we see any action.)
One thing that is stated is that the money wi1l go to the
weak financial aid programs. Great, you say, except
that with tuition being raised, more money is now
needed just t9 keep the existing programs afloat. That
also includes the financial aid to senators, for being ,
senators. Uh, thanks guys.
The "letter" also says that students will graduate in
larger numbers, with larger amounts of minorities
being represented, but class size will go down, as the
selection of classes goes up, all in reaction to tuition
increase. WOW! This is heaven~ all the classes we want
with f~wer students. Gee; you guys are swell!
Let's be realistic. UCF is not going to improve that
much, and certainly not from SG watching .them.
Granted, it would be nice, but let's be logical. Tuition
is going up because the economy is doing poorly, while
the school'is expan~ng, and the money must come from
somewhere.
What Di~ona should have actually said was· that
tuition is going up and you poor suckers better go out
and get another jobtp pay for it because there is
NOTHING you can do about it.
There is a message here to SG and Prez DiBona,
hidden though it may be, and that is, "Please don't
spend our money, the money that some of us work for
five dollars an hour for, on half page advertisemep.ts .
that state the obvious and abs.urd."
So, welcom.e new SG, please remember who is paying.
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Welfare needs new·definition
What is welfare?
Webster's Dictionary defines welfare as the state
of being healthy, happy and free from want.
Society's view of welfare does not reflect this defi- ·
nition. Most people view welfare as taxpayer's money
given to lazy minorities, mothers who enjoy having
kids, people who claimed to be injured, but really are .' absurd reasons is just the tlp of the iceberg. The
not, or, to make it plain, people who simply do not extravagant wardrobe worn by the politicians, you
want to work However, the living condition-s of these put in office, are paid for with taxpayer's money.
The postage available for the over abundant use of
people do .not reflect definition of welfare. A majority
of these people live in crime infested projects, are hot ,. politicians and public officials could and sometimes
does go well go in to the thousands while they are in
healthy, happy or free from want.
Yet there are other people who, by this defmition ,• office. Any government related travel expense;; are ,
of welfare, in reality are the true recipients of what covered by taxpayer's money.
·
the definition deems as welfare.
Last week's "Newsweek" contained a short news
Let me challe-fige your thoughts for a moment. item to the effect that the congressional barbershoP.:.
Government officials, representatives, senators, pub- wants to raise its price from $5 to $1 (}. UCF students
lie officials and the president are the true re0eipts of pay $8 for a service that-Congress puts a limited price •
welfare according to this definition. They certainly on. If thatisn't social subsidies, what is?
are happy, healthy and free from want and in excess
Next time you complain about some poverty strickin some cases, by use of taxpayer's money. This to me en family receiving FDIC and wasting away the taxtruly qualifies as welfare.
payer's hard earned money stop and take a look at . ,
Most people are not ~ware of just how many of the politicians you put in office ·and your favorite "
the expenses that are incurred by public officials and pu~lic officials. I'm sure when you compare the differelected government officials which are covered by tax- ence between the expenses of a politician and one
payer's money. Trips to exotic places for drivel and family, the scales are far frc,nn balaneed.

L'llltllllt'I

Our flag is the red, black & blue
I cannot remember exactly when the springs o.f my
faith were .emptied and I no longer confided in the
U.S. Government to lead me to anything more than
contempt; when the flag became no more important
than a table cloth; the pledge of allegiance an indulgence for hypocrites and fanatics and Uncle Sam an .
indignant relation trying to·trivialize my existence by
any means.
·
There is a gener~l ~onsensus in America that seems
to imply that it is OK for a leader to lie, cheat, manipulate and murder, as long as he provides abundantly
for his own flock. I can remember people trying to
defend Ronald Reagan·duTing the-Iran-Contra scandal on the basis that he was a "good American." They
said that Reagan had done so much for the economyand that, if he lied and manipulated a bit, it was
alright with them.
Lying and manipulating have com·e to be honored
traits mAmerica's royal crown; we don't mind being
screwed if we can fue1 our wagons cheaply and drin~
our wine fashionably. As long as there's a payoff, any
president who is white and male will do just fine.
I can remember Jimmy Carter's inauguration
speech in a fifth grade class. He made a memorable
promise: "I will never lie to you." To the best of my
knowledge, he did not. During the hostage crisis, I
can remember asking my folks why Carter didn't
just give the Shah of Iran back to the people who
promised to give our people back; they said it would
be immoral and that America doesn't just throw
lives away. Now, they both defend Reagan in IranContra, Bush in S & Land probably both Reagan/
Bush in the new and upcoming "October Surprise"
allegations.
The October Surprise apegations are tied in. With
the Iran Ifostage ·Crisis and the 1980 general ele.ction
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between Carter/Reagan. The allegations are that the ~ t
Reagan-Bush administration had arranged with Ira~ '
nian officials (Rafsanjani, Beheshi .and Khomeini) to ''
hold American hostages until the i980 election was
over. In all coincidence, the hostages were released ""
20 minutes after R~agan's inauguration speech.
Presently, Jimrpy Cart~r believes that there was a
plot between Reagan/Iranian Officials. He claims that
he hear~ of rumors of the plot during the election -~
period, but did not havf! ·enough facts to substantiate· "
the scandal allegations. With recent testimony from
Bani-Sadr.(then Moderate president oflran) ~d with
familiar faces· in the Iran-Contra scandal the suspicion of Jimmy ,carter has grQWn to wh~re he feels
allegations are in line.
Take a step back, look at the Reagan-Bush track
record on ethic~. Now look at the. "October Surprise"
allegations;· Bani-Sadi;'s account of the dealing, "My
Turn to Speak: Iran, the Revolution & Secret Deals
with the United States," may offer the curious areason to become concerned.
Until time and reason compel me to stamp "Guilty"
or "Innocent". on the Reagan/Bush October-innuendos, I'll be forced to stand back wait for information
to roll in and remain suspicious' to the end.
If the naive nationalists want to trust blindly in
the man, they may ' find their thoughts easier to digest, .their nation easier to justify and the world no
concern to them - but walking in circles has proven
to be a foot in the crotch for this cat.. ·
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Politicians focused on votes, not constituents
•

•

•
•
•

•

Well, 1992 is almost here and, with it, the upcoming Buchanan argued that the idea was no good because
presidential elections. How can I tell? By the fact that it takes money out of the hands of the "investors" and
the hill~ (and everywhere else, for that matter) are "savers" and "redistributes it to consumers." Pardon
alive with the sound of promises.
me, Mr. Buchanan, but isn't the point of this bill to
Over Memorial Day weekend, Bob Schieffer made equalize the tax-paying base a bit? Since when does
his debut broadcast as the new commentator of PBS's what one does with one's money become anybody
"Face the Nation." His inaugural topic ~as the tax else's business? .
bill the Demo·c ratic Party is trying to comer President
Surely even Buchanan isn't naive enough to believe
Bush into backing.
that these "investors" he lauds are using that money
One guest was Democratic Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, for the good of the economy or the country. Even
chair of the House Ways and Means Committee. He though those investments may translate into
mentioned that the bill would call for sacrifices on the increased labor, it still doesn't alleviate the burde'n
part of taxpayers.
that the majority of the country's taxpayers bear. ·
Why don't I like the· sound of that?
At least the Democrats admit that Ame.r ica faces
If you're not currently familiar with the details of a growing deficit, and the current recession threatens
this earth-shattering proposal, that's prohably to increase with inaction. They contend that
because there are no details.
something must be done and they're correct in that
So.far, the only information the Demshave disclosed . stance, no matter how vacuous the suggested action .
is that the rich will begin paying more taxes while might be.
.
middle class citizens will 'see an increase in tax
President Bush still insists that the recession is
breaks. How this is going to be done, what the schedule lifting. This is the same message we got last. week,
is and when the plan could be set into motion is still last month and last year. The song is getting old.
anybody's guess - including the Democrats'. ,
Even Buchanan admitted, ''The President's (current)
During the debate, conservative commentator Pat policy is not much more than a praye~."

The telling question during the ·show came when
Schieffer asked whether these proposals would help
the Democrats in winning middle class votes in the
next election.
Isn't that what this is really all about?
I'm afraid that I don't believe that the Democratic
Party is one bit concerned with my checkbook .. They
do, however, want my vote. So now, all of a sudden,
inequities in the tax system are a major point of
contention to them .
So the lines are being drawn once again, as they
are every four years: It's going to be another election
of the status quo versus the need for change.
Yes, I would like to see the tax system altered to
balance the budget and equalize the sources ofincome.
But I'd rather know that it's being done for the good
of the country and its constituents, not for the benefit
of votes.

.. Buster ·less.likely to end up in water than house.
"Virtually Stopped" and "Airborne." We 1were
traveling along at Virtually Stopped, .which
seemed inadequate - barnacles were pas.s ing
us - - so I inched the throttle forward just a
teensy bit. and WHOOOOMM suddenly we
••
were passengers on the Space Shuttle Buster.
Summer is here again, and as the official
Every few feet Buster would launch himself
spokesperson for the recreational boating
campletely out of the water and attain sueh an
altitude that at any moment you expected
• • industry, I've been asked to remind you that
flight attendants to appear with the beverage
boating is a fun and relaxingfamily activity
with very little likelihood that your boat will
cart, and then WHAM Buster would crash
sink and you'll wind up bobbing helplessly
down onto a particularly hard patch of water, .
•,. in the water while sharks chew on your legs
causingourfood and possessions and spiders to
bounce overboard, forming a convenient trail
as if they were a pair of giant Slim Jims,
for the sharks tp follow. ("Look!" the sharks
PR OVIDED THAT YOU FOLLOW
were saying. "A set of dentures! It won't be long
• • PROPER NAUTICAL PROCEDURES.
1
now!")
Fortunately I can tell you what these
In this relaxing and recreational
procedures are, because I am a veteran
manner we lurched toward.downtown Miami,
"salt" and the owner of a small motorboat,
with me shouting out the various Points of
_. named Buster Boat. I spetjd many happy
Interest. "I THINK THAT'S A DRUG
hours at Buster's helm, and I always feel
DEALER!" I would shout. Or: 'THERE GOES
totally safe, because I know that (a) most
ANOTHER POSSIBLE DRUG DEALER!" l
• ·nautical dangers can be avoided through
was gesturing toward these long, sleek
• careful preparation, good seamanship, and
motorboats with about 14 engines apiece that
common sense; and (b) Buster is sitting on
you see roaring around the Miami waters driven
a trailer in my yard. The biggest danger
by men with. no apparent occupation other
r• there is spiders, which like to make webs on
than polishing their neck jewelry.
Buster's seats because they've figured out
So it was a pleasant tropical scene,
that, statistically, Buster is less likely to
with
the
wind blowing and the sea foaming and
.-• wind up in in the water than our house is.
the sunglintingoffthenarcotics traffickers. As
.
Sometimes, when I'm sitting at the helm,
killing spiders with the anchor, scanning the horizon of you can figure out for yourself just by watching the the captain, I was feeling that pleasant sense of wellmy yard for potential boating hazards, I turn on motion of your spiderwebs. They never tell you about being that comes from being in total command and not
... Buster's radio and listen to the Marine Forecast, which the serious boating hazards, which are located-write realizing that you are heading directly toward a large
is always saying things like: "Barometer leaning to the down this BoatingSafetyTip-UNDER THE WATER. underwater pile of sand. I would saywe hi_t it at about
southwest at 15 to 37 knots." As a recreational boater, It turns out that although the water is basically flat on 630 knots, so that when Buster skidded--.t. o "a--cattoon~you should be familiar with these nautical terms. For top, underneath there are large hostile objects such as style stop, we were in about six inches of water, a depth .
example, a ''knot" means "about a mile an hour."There reefs and shoals (or "forecastles") that have been that the U.S. Coast Guard recommends for craft
is a sound nautical reason why they don't ·come right carelessly strewn around, often smack dab in th~ path classified as "Popsicle sticks or smaller." This meant
that, to push Buster off the sand, my friend John and I
out and say "about a mile an hour," namely, they want of recreational boaters.
I discovered this shocking fact recently when some had to go INTO THE WATER, which lapped
you, the recreational boater, to feel stupid. They used to
be less subtle about it: In the ·old days, the Marine friends visited us in Miami, and in a foolish effort to threateningly around our lower shins. Probably the
Forecast consisted entirely of a guy telling' recreational trick them into thinking that we sometjm~s go out on only thing that saved our lives was· that the dreaded
._.. boater jokes. ("How many recreational b(i>aters does it our boat, we actually went out on our boat. It was a good Man-Eating But Really Flat Shark was not aroun'd.
So we did survive, and I'm already looking forward
take to screw in a light bulb?'' "They can't! Sharks have day for boating, with the barometer gusting,at about4 7
liters
of
mercury,
and
we
had
no
problems
until
I
to
our
next recreational boating outing, possibly as soon
chewed off their arms!")
The Marine Forecast is always telling you obvious decided to make the boat go forward. For some reason, as the next century. Perhaps, if you're a boater, you'll
i>•things, such as which way the win~ is blowing, which motorboats are designed to go at only two speeds: see me out there! I'll be the one wearing shin guards.
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UCF Moodukkwan Tae kwon do. Improve
flexibility condition and stamina as well as
sharpening self-defense skill. Classes on mon
tues at 8-1 Opm and rhur at 7-9pm tn multi-purpose room (next to gym) in ed bldg for more
info call 365-8866 or 240-3656

UCFAREA-2bedroom 11/2bathtownhor:ne.
all appliances , $425 .00/ mo, Gold Star Reality
of Fla.Agent #877-3786

·I Room for rent non smoker female 2Bdr/2Bth
near UCF $215/Mnth plus 1/3 utilities own
room 336-3104 Debbie
For Rent 211 apt $220 + 112 util call 381-5543
or 228-9311
Deiached efficiency on 5 ac $325/mo incls.
utils. local phone, covered parking and laundry. $150 deposit, $250 for pets 366-1758 .

l1111ilBl llll·

Apartment for rent excellent location, University Blvd + Alafaya trail, walk to sctiool, 2bedroom/2bath $440.00 per month, for Info call
321-7343, or 834-4 758 ask for Jerry

Clean honest responsible non-smoker liberal
male to share beautiful old home Sanford
$250 + 112 util 321-2506 eve.
To share a large 2 bdrm 2 bth apt $190 + 1/3
utilities 4min walk to UCF1Call Haoping 3815111
.
Looking for a male roommate to share 1 bed/
1bath apt at Villa Cordova Apt. Just 5 miles
from UCF 01.1 Univ Blvd. $198 .00 Month+ 1/2
Util Call Jorge at 677-5779. Leave Message.·
Share 2b/2b furnished waterfront duplex 2 1/
2 miles from UCF for the summer. No lease
required. $255/mo + 1/2 util call eves/wknds
657-1903
Share condo with two others located one mile
from UCF 2b/2b washer/dryer and cable
$175/mo + 1/3 util 366-2384

For rent 2bd/2bath cl~se to campus central
air, clean available June 1 $500/mo pis call
293-1934

llrll lllillllil l !l
Drum set; 13 piece Yamaha,
chrome finish, Zildjian cymbals ,
with cases, excellent condition, Call Bill eves.
282-7721 $1000Twin bed and wicker headboard with frame
$50 080 Call 381-5376
Fridge-$30, toaster-$5, toaster oven-$7,
6'x10' blue carpet $10 . Call Gayle at 6795193.
Ti-81 Graphing calculator programmable, w/
instructions , $75 . Call Mark eves. After 8:00,
862-3602.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967
Fox Hunt: Deluxe Townhouse 2-Bdrm 2-bath
all appliances Call Jim 657-7598/380-8331

NEW WINTER PARK HqME
1330 HIBISCUS AVENUE
GORGEOUS MEDITERRANEAN.
4 BDRM/21 /2 BATH ON
TREE·LINED BRICK STREET.
DEVEX UNITED CORP .
r.JANCY OLLER
260-8633' OR 645-0135

Beach cruser bike for sale good deal $60 8234862 leave message.

I

High Energy salesperson wanted to sell advertising space to Orf. Restaurants. Commission, flexible hours; car needed , Send resume
to : Ori. Menu Guide P.O. Box 536042 Ori. FL
32853-6042

!~~~~!~~!~~!~~ ~ ! lil l llli1Jlll1lflllll
1
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clean.excellent condition , excellent fuel
economy,silver,regular service records availr.!:>le, 77k miles $1900 call 282-2670.

Pontiac sunbird turbo 1985 exc cond p/b pis
ale new tires tint 3000 671-1268 Matt.

lllilllllllltl~tl

WORDMASTERS 2n-96oo
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available . IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing .
Fast* Professional* Accurate
FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER TYPING
NEEDS CALL DOT 407-293-4445, $2.50/
PAGE

SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,000 . No GPA/
income restrictions . 213-964-4166 Ext. 59.
ADA INC site &renovation commercial &residential home improvement.all Repairs, Interior & Exterior Painting, Plumbing Repairs,
Bathroom Remodeling, Tile work Driveway Installation & Repairs for Free estimates call
(407) 671-6998.

•
•

•
•

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or ~41 -0003

•

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
( 1) 805-962-8000 Ext. 8-4628
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
Part-time Work, 10-15 hours per week, very
rewarding , business opp, Call :1-900-6544040 Ext. 82 $2/min adults
Telemarketers - Oviedo/UCF area $12/hr full/
part time , Day/Eves Will train, new offices 366§205

Wanted front vocalist for R+B band . StyleBBKing Stevie Ray ZZTop. Contact Billy. at
862-739.4 after 7pm from 8:30-4 :00 call 299·
500 ext.2376
Lead quitarist and' drummer wanted to jam
with vocalisVguitarist and bass player. Have
14 originals on a· 4-track,want to · record .
Tesla.Aldo Nova,Whitesnake influe·nce , but
our own style . No frills . No gimmics just good
strong originals. Call Mike or Jim at 679-9704.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Looking for a summer jobs? Large national co.
Now interviewing for full time summer jobs .
Work in area of your choice we offer co.
Training , scholarships + paid vacations. Get
an education you can 't get in a classroom . Call
now for personal interview. 407-774-5330
Freelance artist & salespersons for local silk
screen co. 830-6056
The Kenworthy School in Maitland is adding teachers and teacher aides. Early child·

FAMOUS·EUROPEAN
VIDEO DISCO

\'

hood elementary music child development
candidates please call 331-5144.

Weight bench marcy monster like new never
used. Bar, leg ext, 1501bs 125 obo 671-1268
matt.

WP,EDITING : APA, MLA, etc: 366-0538
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers , Graphs , Charts, Resume~ , very reasonable rates , 297-3545

Do Something Really Good For The
Environment ...And tor yourself Distribute
catalog of best recycled. Earth Friendly , cruelty free products . Earn substantial income
fast. No products to inventory. No paperwork .
No money to collect. Free information 6561749

.•

fl

ANN ,
Your secret buddy is keeping a cl ose eye on
you. Watch out beeause rm around every ~
corner. Expect the unexpected ! I hope you are
having a great week. Even though you don 't
know who I am, I enjoy working with you . Here
is a hint: I ballet dance 1n army boots 1n the rain
with a speedo on . S.S.
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$3 OFF WITH COUPON ON
WEEKENDS
.

$100FF1'/2 'DAYRIDE '
$5 OFF WEEKDA VS

; .

··

·

Horseback Riding At It's Best"

Ho~:~s ~~P.:h: ~ou~ •

·

3550 w. S.R. 46
Sanford, FL 32TT 1

Moordight Aides • Ponies For Parties
oo outs • Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces
Please Calf f-or Reservations

STEVE CHARRON
(407) 3 22 _5 501

----~~-.-------------~------
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EPERFECT TIME.
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FL'(ING UNICORN RANCH
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At Glenwood, we offer you other
·important advantages:
• Great Location
• Quality Mindich Construction
• Bond Money Financing
• Private Walled-In
Neighborhood
• Brick Exteriors
~lus, from now until June 30,
1991, you will receive an option
package worth $1500 or a
washer-dryer and refrigerator
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
This is the time to buy! Visit us at
Glenwood today.

,. Bi•kendo~k·

. : ~~~_-:;_~~-:.~;~-:-~tfootwear~-- -~-:~

cSU:~~~ET

All Sizes & Styles Aroilohle HRs. 11am-11pm

649-6484·

EXCHANGE

7DAYS_

----- ~--·------- -·

The Giant™ Carbon Fiber 9BOC;u••

•1..

'The Dartmouth, $82,000 with $4,000 down, FHA mortgage of $80,954 plus
$3,000 FHA·MIP.1st year prtnciple and interest payment of 77/8% is $587 +
$12 insurance escrow +$65 tax escrow for total payment of $664. APR is
8.06%. Second year payment is at 8718%, year 3 thru 30 payment is at 9112%.
Note: Program availability is subject to change without notice. Appliance and
options offer not valid with any other offer.

~There's More Of You

. .·!!fiol?s'!!!JJ In Every Home We Build.
' ""

•
•

University Blvd. 1 Mile East of Beltway
to Heather Glen Blvd. &Left .

6

~~9661
...
$~·;··

1

EXcellence
Made Affordable.
•

Lighter, stronger, stiffer, yet more shockabsorbent, Carbon Fiber is the future of
high-performance bicycle design. And Giant
makes that future both available and uniquely
affordable to you, today.

BIKE WORKS
(FORMERLY BIKE KING)
9100 E. COLONIAL DR. 275-3976

•
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.

___ ,

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the .
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
HGalileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
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VIVARIN'
I

Revive with VIVARIN: I

system faster, too.
1
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for fast pie/<.. up-safe as coffee
I
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'_ Welcome to Orlando, home of the
UCF Knights . . . and of course the
Orlando Magic, the Orlando Thunder,
the Orlando Sun.Rays and let's not forget
the Orlando Lions, or are they extinct
now?
Wait, wait, wait- hold the presses;
there's one more arrival. Ladies and
gentleman, I introduce to you the Orlando '
Predators. No sir, the USFL isn't back'
again. Yes, I know Reggie Collier of the
old Renegades has been seen back in
town launching pigskins into the
stratosphere, but he's playing arena
football now and that's what were here to
discuss. With the arrival ofarena football,
Orlando's quest to establish itself as a
Photo courtesy of Mike Shum~ ~ er
city to be taken seriously may have The men's golf team from left to right includes; Paul Bastien, Andrew Rice, Malcolm Joseph, Jonathan Cowgill, Hans Stron;i;suffered an unfortunate setback. .
Olsen and co'ach Mike Shumaker. The five players finished the year ranked ninth in the nation and first in the southeast.
Everything was going fine in the late
80's as Orlando established itself as the
entertainment Mecca of the Western
' world and attracted worshippers of
Mickey and Shamu who would make by Robbie Stock
He finished with a round of74 and a 211 other teams from the 1990 NCAA
their yearly pilgrimages to bow down CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
total, four back of Georgia Tech's Chan Tournament in that three-round event.
their wallets and travelers checks. ·
Last year, the University of Florida
Reeves, who shot three consecutive 69's
Things just got better when we added
La.st year the UCF men's golf team for medalist honors. The Yellow Jackets led the tourney through the first three
the Orlando Magic and qua1ity UCF struggled to make the NCAA placed two golfers in the top four rounds, only to see the Sun Devils make
sports programs began to· emerge. The Championships, having to rally with individuals overall
a late charge and steal the victory.
future boded well. · Talk of a major eight birdies over the final four holes in
UCF leads two teams from Florida Sophomore Phil Mickelson, who later
league baseball team gave Orlando a their regional tournament to finish into the NCAA Championships June 5- that summer won the U. S. Amateur
clear cut focus qS the Magic games among the top 11 teams.
8, which wi1l be played in Monterey, title, took the individual title for the
continued to sell out and show that we .
But this year, the Knights needed no California. The University of Florida second straight year. Mickelson did not
were a community hungry for sports and such dramatic finish as they cruised qualified after finishing ninth in the play in many college events this past
growth of any kind.
through .the East Regional May 23-25, East Region with an 881 total. They season, opting instead for the PGA Tour,'
Attendance at UCF sports events placing third in the 23-team field and were led by walk-on Tony Sorries, who where he has teed it up in over six
never exploded, but as the footall team setting themselves up for a run at a came in with a two-under par 208 to tournaments, including the Masters.
improved Orlando showed signs of taking national title next week.
In other golfnews, UCF women's golf
place ninth.
the school seriously.
The squad posted scores of 293-280In order to give defending champion coach, Mike Shumaker, was selected to
The arrival of the Orlando Thunder . 301 for a .three-round total of 874, 22 Arizona State a challenge for the coach the East squad in an East versus
was a big test of whether we were ready shots behind Georgia Tech, which led championship, the Knights will need four West all-star match before the National
to take the next step in supporting wire-to-wire in the tournament.
solid rounds from Rice, Malcolm Joseph, Collegiate Women's Golf Championship
another sport and Orlando met ·it
Andrew Rice paced UCF with an Hans Strom-Olson, John Cowgill and last week in Columbus, Ohio.
ade.quately. Thefearremained, however, individual third-place finish, including a Paul Bastien in Monterey. Earlier this
UCF's only player invited to the
that should any of these sports ventures blistering second round of 66 that lifted season, the University ofNorth Carolina women's championship, Liz Earley,
fail, groups such as Major League the Knights from the middle of the pack captured the Preview Tournament held finished 53rd in the· three-round
Baseball would see Orlando as too into second place enteringthefinal round. at the same course. They defeated the tournament with a score of of311. ~
immature a community to make it in the
big leagues. If Orlando grew too quickly,
it could very easily run itself into the
ground.
Then just when Orlando had the
opportunity to take a breath, the
Predators came swooping in. like vultures
flocking to the first sign ofmeat. Owner,s .
Mike McBath, Tracy Allen and ex-Met's
skipper Davey Johnson sawthe.ir chance by Ryan Burkett
to cash in on this community .and Will do CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
so beginning with their .f irst home game
on June 13 at the Arena.
This summer UCF will offer football,
Beside~ entertainmentforthe masses,
baseball and basketball camps to young
arena football will contribute very little athletes interested in improving their
toward gaining respect for Orlando.
'Skills. . ,
With Time magazine's recent article
These camps will concentrate on
labeling Orlando as "ajumping~off place teaching the proper techniques and
for a society that revels in the surf'.ace of fundamentals in all aspects ofboth sports.
things. . ." and "A community that
Each camp will feature three sessions
imitates an imitation of a community," in which the coaches will work with
Charles K. Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
we are in danger of being written off as campers individually as well as team
UCF
defensive
coordinator
Deek
Pollard
works
with
defe~sive lineman during
a cartoon rather than a cultural center practice.
final
spring
practice.
Pollard
will
instruct
athletes
during
UCF's summer camp.
of the country.
The UCF football camp will hold a
The decisions and course we take in one-day session and two four-day coordinator Mike Kruczek, defensive include: stretching, throwing, hitting,
the next few years will determine sessions. The four-day sessions will coordinator Deek Pollard, kicking and pitching, position playing, base running,
whether we will ever become anything require an overnight stay at the punting Coach Carol White and several team defense and team offense.
else then Vacation Land, USA
The baseball camp's coaching staff
Collegiate Village Inn. The one-day high school head coaches. Recruiting
If Orlando is ever to be considered session is June 15. The four-day sessions coordinator and linebacker coach Charlie includes UCF Head Coach Jay Bergman,
anything more then a Mickey Mouse begin June 16 and June 19. All three Hoffman is Camp Director.
Sam. Rick, assistant head coach, Mike
town, it must develop the wisdom to sessions will be held on the UCF campus,
The 1991 Jay Bergman Baseball Camp Maack, pitching coach, Chuck Graham,
know how much growth to allow without using the outdoor playing fields as well will offer three six-day sessions. Session infield coach and high school and junior
overdosing. Doing so will require as the new UCF Sports Arena complex. one begins July 21, session two begins college coaches.
carefully guarding itself from those who
Basketball coach Joe Dean will also
UCF Coach Gene McDowell will head July 28 and session three begins Aug. 4.
would put money signs over the long the coaching staff at this summers camp.
The camp will be held at the UCF be instructing the UCF Basketball School
range good of this city and any other Others on the staff include offensive Baseball Complex. Areas of instruction held June 17-21 and June 24-28.
Predators we encounter.

Golf team cruiSes to NCAA tourney·:

UCF coaches
teach skill$ in
sports camps
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thing about "Sleeping With and his shenanigans.
The Enemy." Last year Director Micheal Lechmann
"Ghost" captured movie should lend a helping hand
audiences' hearts and also. This is his big budget
wallets, no doubt studio debut and if it is any thing
execs. are hoping the same l i k e h i s m.e g a -c u l t h it
will happen with this flick. "Heathers," it's got to be a
Anything can happen during winner. The beautiful Andie
the summer movie rush. MacDowell and not so
Don't expect anything real beautiful Sandra Bernhard
·are two added ·pluses .
big from this one.

••
••

•
•

•
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Arnold Schwarzenegger stars in what looks to be the big film of
tne summer season, 1'Terminator 2: Judgment Day."

Compiled by Steven M.
Conner

sequel to 1984's original
"Te.r minator." The plot has
been kept highly secret, but
The summer movie word is the story line will
season is once again upon deal with relationships
us, and this time the . between man and machine.
onslaught of celluloid is Cameron also promises
even larger than last year. cutting-edge special effects.
With
summer
1.990
currently holding the title as igj' The Naked Gun 2 112:
the largest season of film The Smell of Fear
This film is no doubt one
releases, the studios have
set out to break that record of the most eagerly awaited
irl= 1991. The most recent sequels of recent history.
release lists chart the The trailer that has been ·
playing in theaters is
1 riumb~r of summer films at
tn-irty more than last year. en~ug:h of a tease to what is
~ In the hope that we might in store for audiences. Leslie
be· able to ease the pain in Nfelsen and Priscilla
trying to _s elect one of these Presley are making their
Hollywood gems, we are comedic return in David
once again providing you Zucker's parody filled spoof.
with a capsulized list of This sequel has Frank
Drebin and Jane Spencer
what is available.
Happy viewing and good hitting the altar (most
likely, literally).
luck!
11'.ii'
Terrnina tor
2:
Judgment Day
Carolco's $100+ million
sci-fi thriller promises to be
one of the summer's
highlights.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger, director
James Cameron and Linda
Hamilton return in the

Dying Young
Here comes the tearjerker of the summer,
complete with ·e veryone's
sweetheart, Julia Roberts.
According to Premiere
magazine, this will be the
summer's big money-maker.
I bet they thought the same

irE Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves
Yet another movie where
Kevin Costner plays the all
American hero-type. What
challenging roles he faces.
I'm sure the masses will eat
this one up. One problem
the movie may face though
is the fact that postproduction is in a state of
confusion; they have
switched editors and the
final product may not be the
same as what was screened
for appreciative preview
audie.nces. The all-star cast
will definitely be a boost for
sales even if audiences shun
the fact that "Robin -Hood"
is a period film.

Hudson Hawk
Bruce Willis plays out his
wildest fantasy
a
reformed cat burglar going
after his old kind. This film
smells of success with the
way the public adores Willis
Q'

'\ .
•

line are great - a must see
for the whole family. Disney
can't miss with this one.
igj' Soapdish .
The all-star cast will
definitely pull the weight
with this ·one. In fact,
"Soapdish" has a cast kjnd
of on the same lines as "Steel •
Magnolias." How can they
lose even if the picture is
bad? Sally Field, Whoopi
Goldberg, Robert Down.ey,
Jr. and Kevin Kline tell us
the story of what happens on
and off camera with the cast
of a daytime soap opera. I'm
sure hilarity will ensue.

Backdraft
Ron Howard is back in the
director's chair, but this time
instead ofplaying with kids, he's
playing with fire. Set in Chicago,
the film tells the story of fires
and the men who put them out.
This movie might just do for fire
fighting what "Top Gun" did for
Air Force enrollment. Kurt
Russell, William Baldwin and
Robert DeNiro star.
IQ'

1-'aroamount Pictures

Richard Dreyfuss $tars in
"What About Bob?"
~

101 Dalmatians
Another cartoon classic
by the big brother company
we fondly call Disney. "101
Dalmations'" is a movie in
which every dog does get
their day and the evil
Cruella De Ville is left
yelping in the doghouse.
The ar.imation and story

~

Jungle Fever·
.
Spike Lee directs this "Romeo
and Juliet" story bf an
interracial relationship between
Wesley Snipes and Annabell~
Sciorra. Universal has higl:
see MOVIES page

c~

igj'

111·;,1'u1 t'ICTUrt

Andie MacDowall and Bruce Willis star in the burglar inspired "Hudson Hawk."

'r

C2
carry the laugh quotient for
"Pieces."

MOVIES
FROM PAGE·C1

w Point Break
According to Premiere
hopes that thi.s will be their big .
magazine,
the plot of "Point
Spike Lee film. According to
Break,'' and! quote, "FBI agent
word on the street, they could be
infiltrates evil surfers." Poor
right. Stevie Wonder is
responsible for the soundtrack. Keanu Reeves, it doesn't sound
like too many people will buy this
plot, but like I said earlier,
!ti' Off and Running
This screwball
comedy stars Cyndi
Lauper in her second
attemptatacting. Will
it be better than
''Vibes?" One can only
hope, but don't hold
your breath. The
projeet
bi:ings
together Lauper,
David Keith and
Johnny Pinto on a
journey
from
Manhattan to Florida.
~

Missing Pieces

Can you believe? A
film that stars Monty
Python's Eric Idle and
"Wiseguy's"
Ken
W3.hl. With any hop~,
this will be another
film like· 1'A Fish
Called.
Wanda.''
Expect some out-ofthe
ordinary mayhem to

anything can _ha12pen with
summer releases. Patrick
Swayze co-stars and that just
might be this project's saving
grace.

s- Bill & Ted's Excellent
Adventure II
:
~
Here we go again, but this
time1fsfoHel1.Alex Win'terand
Keanu Reeves reprise their roles
as the Valley boys 'with a
penchant for time travel . This
time around the boys are killed
by their evil twins and must
bargain with the devil himself
for a reprieve. "Bill &Ted" did so
well the first time around that
this sequel mightjusthave a shot
at making it.

screen, but never has done a
project solo. "Ski" could be the
film to put her over the top.
~

The Butcher's Wife
Demi Moore appears in yet
another film this year; ''Wife"
marks her third in 1991. Moore
plays a psychic trying to find
love. Jeff Daniels stars opposite
Mrs. Willis. "The Butcher's Wife"
could prove how bright stars can
quickly fade away.

w Radio Flyer
Anotherfantasytalefrom the
mind of Jon Peters- oneofthe
two men behind "Batman."
"Flyer" cost an estimated $30
million and has been mired in
script changes,
two different
a- City Slickers
casts
and
A film that might easily
l9i'
Sex,
Drugs,
Rock
&
Roll
various hands
Based on his off-Broadway capture the interest of the baby
thrown in for
more confusion. play, Eric Bogosian brings his boomer generation, "City
If"Radio Flyer" stinging commentary on Slickers" stars Billy Crystal,
does make it, American life to the big screen. Bruno Kirby and Daniel Stern
Jon Peters can Bogosian plays 12 different as three men who go to a cattle
do no wrong. characters in this vignette style ranch to capture the essence of
The only thing of movie making. This one is youth filled days. Billy Crystal
that
might definitely for those who like to wrote the yukety-yuk script.
garner
an think when they go to the Crystal will no doubt turn out
another one of his trademark
audience for movies.
brand of comedy.
this picture is
its simple, love ir:i' Warshawski
About Bob?
The biggest stumbling bl9ck IS"
filled storyline,
. Richard .Dreyfuss and Bill
alla "E.T." Tom for this film might be the bizarre
Hanks serves title. Kathleen Turner stars as Murray team up for a hilarious
as narrator and VJ. Warshawski, a private eye run through the world of a
also appears on the trail of some bad ·guys. psychotic patient (Murray) and
briefly in this ''Warshawski" is billed as an .hisdoctor(Dreyfuss). Audiepces
Richard action-comedy, with an . have alrea4ygiven this~lm tJleir
v11v11t:1\,,;u.JleS
Donner film for emphasis on the comedy. Turner
. has always donewell.on ·the big
see MOVIES pa~ 3
Don John~qn of "Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man." Columbia.

What

'

The 0th.e r
night Pete
.b.rought
home a
quart of
milk, ·a loaf
qf bread

and a case
of AIDS.
'J

.pete always felt his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough.
But Pete did catch the .
AIDS virus. That's why his
family's at r.isk. His wife
risks losing her husband,
and when she has sex
with him, her own life. If
she becomes pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby.
Pete could have protected him~alf. Saying
"No" could have done it,
or using a condom.
Right now there's no
vaccine for AIDS, and no
cure in sight.
, With what we ·know
today and with the
! precautions that can be
j taken, no one has to ·

I

'!AIDS

c<;>mehome
with
a story
like Pete's.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.
·

I
I
j
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'"BE ASTAR" Competition
S~ncer Brewer
New Age I Jazz Artist
Sunday, June 9, 5 p.m. at XZFR
Free valet parking, plus receive a FREE
Pleasure Island ticket good for the remainder
of the evening .
WL0

FM

$15 ~onation· at the door. No annual passes
or discounts accepted. P.roceeds to benefit
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Central Florida,

Every Tuesday,
May 28 - July 2, 8:30 p.m.
?ing your favorite hits to fully orchestrated
background music! Lyrics provided on video.
Finalists from each Tuesday preliminary will
have a chance to win a trip to Japan and
perform in an authentic Karaoke bar.
Sig~ ups begin at 6 p.m. Tuesdays at Jessica's. .

Llmt.ted space available. 18 or older to enter.
For information, call [407) 260-6400.
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MOVIES
FROM PAGE C1

seal ofapproval. The story finds
the doc on vacation with his
patientcloseonhistail. Dreyfuss
turns in one of his funniest
characters ever. It is also good
to see Murray working up to his

..

r ..

,.·.'

)..

potential.

~· Regarding H~~
Harrison Ford plays in a t:wist
on the comeback-as-a-kid film
(remember "Big'?). Ford is a
yuppiewhogets shotin the head
and comes back as a kid. Are
audiences going to be able 'to
digestanotheroneofthesefilms?
The answer is probably yes .

•
BACKDllAFT - R
HUDSON HAWK - R
MANNEQUIN TWO
ON TI!E MOVE - PG
2:00-4·00-6 00-8:00-10:00..
WHAT ABOUT BOB? - PG 2:00-4· 15-6:30-8:45-10:45"
STONE COLD - R
1:30-3:30-5'30-7:45-9:55
SILENCE ilF THE LAMBS - R
2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45
ONE GOOD COP - R
7:30-9:45
DROP DEAD FRED - PG-13 2·15•.i; 15-6:15-8:15-10:15
FX2- PG-13
1:45-4:15-7:45-9:55
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 2 - PG 1:45-3:45
DANCES WITH WOLVES - PG-13
1:30-5:00-8:45
ALL MOVIES BEFORE 6:00 p.m. $3.00,

•

1:15-4:00-7'00-10:00 ..
MANNEQUIN TWO ON THE MOVE - PG
2:00-6 10
FX 2 - PG-13
ONLY TI!ELONEL y _ PG-13 1J0-3. 45-6 00-8:15-lO:l j ..
THELMA AND LOUISE - R 1:45-350-5.45-8:00-10:05
DROP DEAD FRED - PG-13 2:05-4·05-6.05-8:05-10:05
HUDSON HAWK- R
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10·00
STONE COLD - R
2:10-4 10-610-8:10-10:10
*"NO PASSES
S~r.-:-&~Ch~ild~ren-:iS::o:-3.=oo,......,at-.al,..,,.ltim_e_s- - - -

•
"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL OF
THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:

,

.'

•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUfE
•WALK TO SHOPPES, BANKS
AND MOVIES

•AFFORDABLE RATES
•MONTHLY STUDENT
SPECIALS .
•THE ULTIMATE I~
CO:'\JVENIENCE

ONLY FIRST MONTH & SECURITY.
DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN
12017 SOI~ON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUf ON
ALAFAYA)

•

Universal

Director-actor Spike lee is one.of the most controversial artists to come ·out of the
stagnant '80s. His first project for Universal was the widely heralded "Do The Right Thing."
His new film is "Jungle Fever."

273-4097

•. -

"JIF YDU IEE TD WO KTO
BET THROUIH SCHOOL~ .
YOU NEED TD I E UPS:'
_o

•

-_,,~- ; / , >)':, '.t;":'- --...i~s:,"
\:~ .

••
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"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myseH, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost$10,QOO a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
s ·c hedules--mornings, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operations. But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, I.S. or Customer Service .
"No other company offers more to
students than· UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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I
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Don't get wrecked. If you're not
sober- or vott're not surelet someone else do the dri\~ng
Amessage prodded hy this ne\\spaper
and Beer Drinkers of America

/ .....
* . .\
...* @•*
BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

PARTY•SMART

National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
. 7i 41557-2337
1-800-441-2337
"lkt•r llrink~r~ uf.\ml·rica 1; a 11u11-pmli1co11;u11wr1111•111t~.1·r,hlp
n~a11ii'.ali1m opl'll nnl~ tu (l(!n-tll':-. U\l.'r thl'~l~t· of !I .

.

KIDS NEED
THE

BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED

YOUR HELP.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS

LIVERS EDUCI 1011

BOYS CLUBS
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

The Club that beats the streets.

11 t1 1i.f.f iilti11 Ill'!
1
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WANT 'TO GET INllLV·ED IN
11
STATE POLITICS?
...

~

~

•

......

'

. The Appointments Office of the State of Florida is now accepting applications from
qualified students for the following STUDENT MEMBER positions:
Postsecondari Education Plannine Commission

Board of Reeents

Responsibilities I Duties:

Responsibilities I Duties:

Requirements:

•

•

• Registered full- time student at a postsecondary
institution (i.e. vocational-technical center,
community college or state university, or at a
nonpublic college, university or vocational school).

State Board of CommUnity Colleees
·

• Exercises leadership in overseeing and
coordinating the individually governed public
community colleges.

All appointments are for one (1) year terms
beginning in September.

Requirements:

All travel expenses are paid and a scholarship
award is given.

• Florida resident for the past 5 years.
• Registered as a student in a public
community college.

~
~

,j

Requirements:

• Florida resident for the past 5 years.
• Registered full-time student in the
State University System.
Responsibilities I Duties:

•

• Serves as an advisory body to the State Board of
Education on all matters relating to postsecondary
·
education.

• Planning for the future needs of the
State University System.

Applications, letters of recommendation and supporting
materials are due NO LATER than JULY 15, 1991.

Interested students should contact the Appointments Office of the Governor, The Capitol, Tallahassee,
Flo_rida 32399-0001
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, .::::\/:• attractions:

kiosk price

.•

at the gate

' ·. ·d

savings : ·

:··::\.:·.

Busch Gar·d ens ••• ~ •••-.$21..00•••••••• $26.45 •••••• $5.45
· : ·.: Sea World~ ...............$21.50....... ~$27.00...... $5.50
• ·1:c: Universal Studios••• $25.00........$30.74.·;:·•••$5.74
<:;;~ Wet·n·Wild..............$12.00........$18.95.......$6.95
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MOVIE TICKETS:
:.• : :• SUMMER HOURS: :· ·=
: General Cinema........$3.50; :· Mon·Thurs..9 • 7
:•
.• . .
; : AMC••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• $3.50: ·: .Fridcay•••••••••9 • 6
•.
..
•
• •
..
.'·:• ftlitt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••$3.50 :·• :• Saturday••• ~o • 2
•.....
•
••
• •
•
•· ,0t ~·t 7t ; ,.~ :1 ~: e~;;;~),1 °~;t· °''·: •:.· •~: ~ ? ~ ! ~:~, ~ ~r ·~ ·:·.t · ~·, ··. : Sunday••No . ticket ••
. ::.Ticket.Master
·avauabte · · :.
sales .
:
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